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Taking you to the next level

Suspended Platform Systems

A new standard
XSPlatforms presents the next generation of modular suspended platform systems.  

A revolutionary concept: never before was a system this compact, safe and easy to  

use, answering the needs of both end users and rental firms. Our systems are in a  

league of their own.

Innovation... the XSPlatforms way

Innovation takes more than a smart idea. In our philosophy, innovation first of all takes 

a listening ear. Grasping the real needs of customers and users. While safety standards 

must never be compromised, we firmly believe that maximum security can go hand in 

hand with more ease of use, less maintenance and faster assembly methods.

The result: a modular suspended platform system without equal. With this system,  

XSPlatforms sets a new standard for working at height quickly, safely and efficiently. The power of a total concept

XSPlatforms: one brand delivers it all. XSPlatforms is the partner 

of choice for customers seeking first-class total solutions providing 

maximum convenience. From initial advice to on the job training, 

we can supply everything you need – from standard products to 

solutions for the most complex projects. The possibilities are endless. 

Customers enjoy the convenience of having just one partner, and 

the confidence of knowing that that partner understands and cares 

for their business, responding to all their concerns and coming up 

with the best possible solution, time and again. We care for our 

customers, in every sense. That’s why we develop and engineer our 

products as if our lives depended on them.
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Suspended Platform Systems

Safe

The system combines proven hoist 

technology with an innovative design that 

reduces the risk of mistakes in assembly  

to an absolute minimum. The side panels 

consist of one aluminium extrusion, without 

welds in critical places. Suspended platform 

systems by XSPlatforms meet and exceed 

the EN 1808-safety standard.

Compact

The foldable modules are easily connected, 

without the need for tools. A complete, 

12-meter suspended platform requires only 

13 parts. Once folded down, the modules 

are extremely compact, taking up minimal 

storage space. The same is true of the hoist 

units: easy to stack and with an adjustable-

height suspension beam.

Easy to use

Suspended platform systems by XSPlatforms 

offer 20% extra width than traditional 

systems. The unique, patented side panel 

profile integrates several functionalities, 

including rails for tool holders and standard 

bolt heads, and makes it possible to mount 

accessories like wall-rollers and castors with 

a single flick of the wrist. And assembly is 

easier than ever, thanks to integrated 

connection pins and the innovative Twistlock 

guard rail post.

Minimal maintenance

Hoist and fall protection have been integrated 

in a single, enclosed and lockable suspen- 

sion unit. This design offers maximum 

protection against wind and rain, which 

increases longevity and reduces the need 

for maintenance.

 ModulES of thE PlatforMS 2 MEtEr 1 MEtEr  

 System length 2.0 m 1.0 m 

 Length of section  1.94 m 0.94 m  

 Outside width  780 mm 780 mm 

 Inside width  684 mm 684 mm 

 Module weight   46,2 kg  22,4 kg 

 (Connection frame weight)  12,2 kg  12,2 kg 

 Inside height of guardrail  1007 mm  1007 mm  

 Height of unit fold out  1084 mm  1084 mm 

 Height of unit fold in   146 mm  146 mm 

 System height of unit fold in  111 mm  111 mm 

One or two-meter long foldable modules integrate the 

floor, side frames and guard rails. Once folded down, 

the guard rails can be clicked onto the side frames.

A complete suspended 

platform takes up  

minimal space during 

transport. Modules  

are easily folded  

down and stacked. 

Four folded modules 

form a stack of less 

than 50 cm.

Modules are easily connected 

using an innovative frame 

with integrated guard rail 

post, without the need for 

tools or separate pins.  

The connection pins have 

been integrated into the  

connection frame. Linking  

the suspended platform to 

scaffolding materials is easy 

as well: the dimensions of 

the guard rail post are those 

of a standard scaffold tube.

Modules can be easily 

connected to form  

standard configurations 

of up to sixteen meters, 

carrying a maximum 

payload of 1200 kilo-

grams. Users will expe-

rience a much larger 

working space thanks to 

the 70 cm inside width, 

20% wider than usual in 

suspended platforms.

Connecting modules  

with a flick of the wrist: 

clicking the guard rails into 

place using the Twistlock  

guard rail post is all it  

takes to lock the modules.

The XSPlatforms hoist unit is noiseless and is characterized by its unusually flat design. 

The hoist unit may be used as end stirrup or walk-through stirrup. The suspension beam 

is height-adjustable, offering more working space and saving storage space.


